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Love is a good car you said. This is a vehicle; this is a start.
But how can I follow the road, when you’re covering up the signs and hiding what’s
on your mind.
Maybe it’s the time of year to think, Or should we just follow our own instincts.
We can’t turn back the clock.
No we can’t turn back.
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And you want to know if I care; you want to know if I dare, let you
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Drive yourself; drive yourself. Come on now drive yourself.
I wish I had a sensible feeling, I’m getting so uptight,
An Understandable reason, know why I’m so drunk tonight.
Maybe I’ll be picked up down on the dual carriageway;
Hijacked by life and taken on a pleasurable holiday
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And you want to know if I care; that we seemed to be going nowhere.
No…
Drive yourself; drive yourself. Go on now drive yourself.
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Now, I’m pinning up your postcards from all the latest sites;
Keeping still, but can’t sleep at night.
Life’s a shade confusing, so incomplete;
Think of your foot pressing the metal down on passion street
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Does it really matter, in time everyone arrives
Though maybe not all sitting side by side.
When the lights changed, you said: “should i go or stay”
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Was this love was this love this was love, That’s driven away. That’s driven away. I
drove away.
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And you want to know if I care
G7
Yes, but your road was always calling you out there
Drive yourself; drive yourself.

Come on now drive yourself. Drive yourself.

